Animal-less homes

This is where my work completely diverges from what is called Stone Age activism or animal cause. Read and understand:

The Establishment converges to “families” of one single person, living in “modern” five-square-meter homes and desperate people, trying to show a false joy on social media, only the internal emptiness screams and has a deafening sound. People increasingly morally rotten, are isolated and feeling as if the walls are getting closer and closer, until they crush them. And then, when a stray animal appears, these same “modern” people rush to call an NGO to collect the animal. Then they buy a T-shirt from the NGO, take a selfie and voilà! They have already “done their part”. It means like less one homeless animal, according to them...

It's all part of the same industry. The same Satanic Media that encourages people to hate, compete and shoot father and mother in the back in exchange for thirty silver coins, also advocates that the right place for animals is caged in huge "dog parking areas", the which, after all, generates jobs for those dedicated to TRADE, which is keeping animals in private prison, dying little by little, exposed to stress and epidemics. It is worth remembering that there are countless “protectors” without any supervision, who may well be covering up crimes with their “philanthropic” activity. If you really care for the animals, feel free to use this site as a marketing tool and find a forever home the animals piled up in your house.
Can anyone really believe that an animal will be better off if it’s confined in a huge penitentiary, or wouldn’t one or two animals in a family and on a good couch could be more comfortable?

Why is the life expectancy of an adopted animal infinitely greater than that of a stray animal or an animal trapped in a shelter?

This is where my work changes the concept of WHO NEEDS WHO (humans, which are sinners, or animals, which are angels); There are about ten or more human beings for every stray dog or cat in the entire world. Why are millions of animals serving as a means of exploitation for people who are true slave traders, putting on their show in front of the cameras, receiving money from people and companies, to GET THE ANIMALS OUT OF THEIR WAY? An animal is born FREE and with the mission of looking for its human guardian, to PROTECT IT, since ANIMALS ARE ANGELS and they are not beggars with paws, nor something disgusting, that demands to be removed from the sight of good people. The lifespan of an animal that does not find the human it came to protect is very short, as it is frustrating not being able to enter the life of the person it should and, according to God’s plans, it may be better for this angel to return in the body of a newborn puppy and try again. Yes, don’t forget that humans and animals have a completely different SPIRITUAL origin from each other.

A kidnapped major executive who spends a week in captivity without bathing and without any hygiene care, eating poorly, sleeping precariously and afraid of dying, also quickly loses his glamour. Whoever exposes animals like garbage in the media to raise money and to keep them prisoner is committing a triple sin, because the mission of angels is to live with people, even healing their loneliness. In English, “pet” is a verb, which means “to caress”, nothing like what poor angels receive in shelters and NGOs.

Just to finish, large cities have already tried to control the population of stray animals, simply exterminating them with cruelty. A few months after eliminating almost all of them, they reproduce again and reach the same number of animals as before, as the litters get bigger, precisely because the issue is not the excess of stray animals, it is the excess of homes who desperately need an angel but have no place for them. It is not a case of focusing on extermination, but on adoption, as LONE PEOPLE continue to exist and increase in number and degree of depression.
DO YOU REALLY HAVE A LIFE WHERE YOU LIVE?

If you don't have the place, time or money to adopt a friend, is your house really a home?

The question is: do you want to travel and have no one to leave your pet with? If you break a leg and you're in a cast for a few months, who's going to take care of you?

Did you understand or do you want me to meow?